
Summary/Overview of the PROJECT Assignment: 

the grid-made PORTRAIT  
 

PHOTO SET UP 
A printed 8x10-inch portrait-like photo of a real person   (black & white recommended) 

 (The printed image area must be at least 8x10 inches to fill up the 8x10-inch grid.) 
Subject must be a real person (self, relative, friend, hero, celebrity, family pet)  
Subject’s face must fill or dominate the picture (like traditional portraiture or ID photos) 
Measure, mark and divide 8x10" photo into eighty 1-inch squares with a sharp pen and straight-edge 

 (get help/practice on something else first) 

 (a 4x5-inch photograph can work, if made into eighty ½-inch squares) 
 
CANVAS SET UP 
A 16x20-inch canvas 
Measure, mark and divide 16x20" canvas into eighty 2-inch squares with a sharp pencil and LONGER straight-
edge 

 (get help/practice on something else first) 
 
WINDOW/BLINDER-TOOL SET UP 

 Measure, mark and cut 1x1-inch window in thick paper or card 

 Measure, mark and cut 2x2-inch window in separate thick paper or card 

 Use 1x1” window/blinder-tool to help focus on just one photo square at a time 

 Use 2x2” window/blinder-tool to paint one square at a time 
 
PAINTING ONE SQUARE AT A TIME 
Paint canvas square to resemble same photo square's lines, shapes, tones, colors, etc. 
Let dry  
Repeat 
 
One square painted each day for 80 days 
Each square painted semi-accurately (or better) 
 
Acrylic paint used to re-create 80 enlarged versions of the squares on the photo 
Small brush(es) used to apply paint accurately/precisely to each square. 
 
Each painted square allowed to not line up “perfectly”  
Each painted square left alone to exist as its own unique piece of the bigger picture – not joined up(OKAY to 
vary colors, textures, etc.) 
Artist’s brushstrokes “obey” the lines/perimeters of each painted square 
 
Artist’s name and year written with paint on front 
Typed display information provided for viewers 
 
FINISHED RESULTS 
Evidence of grid system followed and window/blinder-tool(s) used – one piece at a time (no shortcuts) 
Strong likeness to photo made by 80 individual squares’ (and/or artist’s accuracy/precision) 
Evidence of care and craftsmanship 
Entire canvas covered with acrylic paint (only bare spots are grid line spaces between squares) 


